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I am Elizaveta Laputina, a 2015 graduate of Tyumen State Oil and Gas University (now Industrial University of 

Tyumen) with a major in Petroleum Engineering. Now I am working in the Spanish company “Repsol” in 

Moscow, and before that, after graduating from TSOGU, I obtained my Master’s degree in Madrid, Spain; this 

international experience has become the first step in my career ladder. To be enrolled in an international university 

of such level and to get accepted in a company like Repsol, not only did I need to possess high-level technical 

skills, but also speak English fluently. That is why I am so glad to hear that these days English-language Off-

Shore Drilling and Geosteering Master’s programs are being open in Industrial University of Tyumen. After 

graduation form such programs, all the roads in tour life would be open for you, and your successful career in 

petroleum industry will be secured. 

My name is Alexander Boyko, I graduated from Industrial University of Tyumen in 2012 with a degree in 

Petroleum Engineering. Now, I work as a leading officer in the “Gazprom-neft-Offshore” office in Saint-

Petersburg. “Gazprom” is Russian company, having projects and partners abroad, that is why the English 

language is compulsory for an employer here. That is why, having learnt about the start of the English-language 

Master’s programs in IUT, I can say with confidence that the students who will be enrolled in these programs, 

will have all the chances to be employed by and Russian or international oil company. 

My name is Maxim Nazarenko, I am a 2012 

graduate of Industrial University of Tyumen (IUT) 

with a major in Petroleum Engineering. Presently, I 

am employed in a Russian company on one of the 

biggest foreign oil fields. In our company, both 

Russian and English are corporate languages, i.e. 

all the documents and communication are carrying 

out in English. That is why the knowledge of the 

English language is vital to our company’s 

employers. During my time at IUT, I obtained 

diploma of Translator in the field of professional 

communication, which significantly elevated my 

English language knowledge. Also, I graduated 

from a university in the USA with a major in 

Petroleum Engineering, which positively 

influenced my further career. However, in IUT 

there were no English-language Master’s program 

at the time of my studying there, but now, with Off-

Shore Grilling and Geosteering programs appeared 

in the frame of Industrial University of Tyumen, the 

students have got a unique opportunity to obtain 

Master’s diploma degree studying in English, which 

opens up a lot of opportunities to be employed in 

the international company, or Russian company 

working abroad. 

…CREATING FUTURE POSSIBILITIES 
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